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1. SUMMARY
This plan outlines the Port of Helsinki’s development programme for
2022–2030. The programme establishes the land use and traffic
prerequisites for the rearrangement of harbour operations and
presents the implementation investments.
The different parts of the development programme, i.e. the implementation
measures of different harbours of the port, are functionally linked to each
other, forming a unit. The arrangements carried out in one harbour will affect
the arrangements of other harbours, therefore dividing the work into
separate units is not possible.
The programme strives to secure the growth and development prerequisites
of the port and its customers in the centre of Helsinki and in Vuosaari. The
scenario work forming the background for the development work identified
land transport connections in the city centre’s harbours as the Port’s major
challenge. This will be solved by building a vehicle traffic tunnel in the
West Harbour.
The programme investments for the period of 2022–2030 are about
€560 million. The investment programme is profitable, and it will have
positive impacts on the whole company’s finances.

The financial modelling of the development programme demonstrates that the
Port of Helsinki Ltd.'s self–sufficiency will remain above the goal level
established by the owner. Based on the financial analysis, the company can,
when necessary, implement even significantly more extensive investments
after the completion of this programme.
It is estimated that port traffic will continue to grow both in passenger and
cargo traffic sectors. By estimate, the passenger numbers of liner traffic will
grow by 0.8% per year on average between 2019 and 2029 and by 1.2% per
year on average between 2030 and 2040. Similarly, the estimates of unitised
cargo traffic forecast a growth of 1.4% between 2019 and 2029 and 1.7%
between 2030 and 2040.
The forecasts of vehicle and cargo traffic (including vessel traffic) are based on
national traffic forecasts compiled by the state. The passenger traffic forecast
is based on the Port of Helsinki’s “Alternative arrangements of cargo and
passenger transport” report, as well as the Port of Helsinki’s own estimates
and the port clients’ assessments.
The land use in different harbours, as well as the implementation of
centralisation between 2022 and 2030, will be addressed in the section
pertaining to the harbours. Decisions concerning the programme will be made
in autumn 2021. After the decision, the Port of Helsinki will start the preparation
investments for the implementation of the projects presented in the programme
plan.

PORT OF HELSINKI LTD’s
IMPACTS IN BRIEF

2019

2040

Social and economical
total impacts

€4.1 billion

€6.5 billion

Passenger traffic

11.6 million people

14.3 million people

Cargo traffic

12.2 million tonnes

16.5 million tonnes

Employment effect

25,000 people

36,000 people

Municipal tax revenue
from Port operations

€112.3 million

€165 million

Tax revenue brought to the Helsinki
metropolitan area by port passengers

€689 million

€918 million

Investments related to
port operations

€318 million

€399 million

The Port of Helsinki’s impact assessment 2019 and advance information
about the Port of Helsinki’s impact review 2040–2060, Brahea Centre of
the University of Turku/CMS

6.9.2022

5

The Port’s
investment is an
investment for the
competitiveness of
the capital city and
Finland

•

Helsinki will maintain its position as the busiest passenger
harbour in Europe and as the main port for Finnish import
and export operations.

•

The terminal investments, building modern harbour
infrastructure and improved traffic arrangements
facilitated by the harbour tunnel will improve passenger
experience and the competitiveness of the business
sector.

•

The operating model combining passenger and cargo
traffic will provide Finland with frequent, cost-effective and
environmentally friendly connections abroad.

•

Passenger traffic travelling through the city centre is a
special attraction of the Helsinki-Tallinn ‘twin city’ in the
competition between the Baltic Sea metropolises.

•

Cargo traffic can grow in Vuosaari.

8
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2. INTRODUCTION
This plan outlines the Port of Helsinki’s development programme for
2022–2030. The programme establishes the land use and traffic
prerequisites for the rearrangement of harbour operations and presents the
investments needed for their implementation.
The City of Helsinki’s objective is to develop and create urban waterfront
infrastructure for the South Harbour, and several design competitions
focusing on this area have been held. A two-phase Makasiininranta
competition, divided into quality and concept competition and the
architecture competition of the new Museum of Architecture and Design,
is currently underway.
The South Harbour has simultaneously been one of the harbours serving
the active passenger traffic of the Port of Helsinki. In 2018–2020, the Port of
Helsinki compiled long-term future scenarios of port traffic and the harbour
locations. The scenario work identified the land transport connections in the
city centre’s harbours as a major challenge.
The Helsinki City Council’s decision in principle (3 February 2021)
is based on the Port of Helsinki’s development scenario in which Tallinn
traffic will be centralised to the West Harbour and Stockholm traffic to
Katajanokka.

In addition, the size of the harbour area in the South Harbour will be reduced,
allowing the City of Helsinki to develop the area further. The decision also
includes a plan for a harbour tunnel connecting the West Harbour and
Länsiväylä Western Highway. The implementation decisions concerning the
placement of port operations will be continued in accordance with the
Helsinki City Strategy 2021–2025.
The different parts of the development programme – the implementation
measures of different harbours of the port – are functionally linked to each
other, forming a unit. The arrangements in one harbour will affect the
arrangements in other harbours, and the project in its entirety cannot be
separated into different sections.
Implementation of the tunnel is a prerequisite for the centralisation in order to
rearrange the traffic between different harbours, thus allowing the reduction
of the harbour area in the South Harbour. The harbour tunnel will be
executed as the Port of Helsinki’s investment.
The programme’s investments in port capacity, infrastructure and services
will create the prerequisites for growth for port operations in Helsinki.

2. Introduction

Previous reviews of the scenario work and the development programme
2018
The Port of Helsinki
Ltd.’s strategy
The core duties of the Port’s
business operations and the
spearhead projects of
development.

The Port of Helsinki
Ltd.’s Harbour Portfolio
The portfolio presents the
passenger and cargo traffic roles
of different harbours, as well as
their investment needs.

2019
The background scenario
work of the Port of
Helsinki Ltd.

2020

2021

2022

Final report of the Port of Helsinki
Ltd.’s scenario work

Helsinki City Council’s decision of
centralising port operations

Harbour tunnel’s
general plan

Alternative future paths for the
roles of different harbours and the
Port’s financial modelling.

The final report assessed and compared the
impacts of three different port scenarios on
traffic and finances.
• Basic scenario (0)
• Development scenario (1)
• Vuosaari expansion review (2)

According to the decision, it is justified to
continue the planning of West Harbour based
on the development scenario (1), including the
harbour tunnel, in order to promote the land
use objectives of the South Harbour.

A more detailed plan for
the tunnel as a basis for
detailed planning.

The Mayor’s guidelines

Hesarama study

The Port was instructed to create
alternative reviews based on
scenario work.

The conclusion of the study is that the location
of passenger and passenger ferry traffic
harbours in the Helsinki city centre serve their
purpose.

The development programme plan
of the Port of Helsinki Ltd.

Interim report of the Port
of Helsinki Ltd.’s scenario
work

Competition law review

A scenario review at a more
detailed level than during the
previous stage.
The City of Helsinki’s review of the
prerequisites of the expansion of
the central pedestrian zone and an
underground distributor street.

The competition law review studied the nature
of the planned reorganisation of cargo and
passenger traffic in the Port of Helsinki from the
perspective of the state’s subsidy regulation
and competition regulation.
Länsilinkki general plan (rejected/City of
Helsinki’s Urban Environment Committee)
The City of Helsinki’s separate review of the
impacts of the different port scenarios on urban
development and city finances.

Joint preparations of the centralising plan, the
Port of Helsinki and the City of Helsinki.
City of Helsinki underground city plan
Makasiininranta idea and concept competition
organised by the City of Helsinki
Helsinki City Strategy
Port of Helsinki Ltd.’s owner strategy

Länsiväylä partial city
plan 2022–
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3. THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME’S GOALS

•

Enabling profitable growth of port operations by centralising Tallinn passenger ferry traffic to West Harbour and Stockholm traffic to
Katajanokka and creating space in the South Harbour for the City’s development projects.

•

Developing Vuosaari Harbour for cargo traffic purposes, in particular, by streamlining the area’s use and increasing the field
capacity.

•

Meeting customer needs: the terminal investments and the construction of modern port infrastructure and improved
traffic arrangements will enhance the passenger experience, the services and the shipping companies’ operational environment.

•

Creating smoother traffic in the City centre harbours, improving local air quality and enabling the City residents the use of the shore
areas in the South Harbour.

•

Increasing the Port’s positive social impacts.

•

Securing regular passenger ferry traffic between the city centres of the capitals.

•

Reinforcing the Port’s measures of corporate social responsibility and environmental sustainability and reducing its environmental
impacts.

•

Implementing the development programme’s investments efficiently at a right time to serve both the Port and its customers as well
as to support the port operations.

3. The development programme’s goals

PORT OF HELSINKI
TOTAL FINANCIAL
IMPACTS
2019

€4.1

€318 million
Investments connected
to Helsinki’s port operations

25,000 people €112.3 million
Employment impact
of the Port of Helsinki

Municipal taxes generated
by port activities

billion

PER YEAR
Good relations
powered by excellent
ship connections

€689 million
The impacts
of the Port of Helsinki
reach across Finland

Total revenue
to Helsinki region from
the Port of Helsinki passengers

Port of Helsinki Impact Assessment 2019, The Brahea Centre at the University of Turku/CMS

3. The development programme’s goals

PORT OF HELSINKI
TOTAL FINANCIAL
IMPACTS
2040

€6.5

€399 million
Investments connected
to Helsinki’s port operations

36,000 people
Employment impact
of the Port of Helsinki

€165 million
Municipal taxes generated
by port activities

billion

PER YEAR
Good relations
powered by excellent
ship connections

€918 million
The impacts
The impacts
of the Port of Helsinki
of the Port of Helsinki
spread throughout Finland
reach across Finland

Total revenue
to Helsinki region from
the Port of Helsinki passengers

Advance information about the Port of Helsinki’s impact review 2040–2060, Brahea Centre of the University of Turku/MKK

3. The development programme’s goals

PORT OF HELSINKI
TOTAL FINANCIAL
IMPACTS
2060

€10.4

€468 million
Investments connected
to Helsinki’s port operations

52,000 people
Employment impact
of the Port of Helsinki

€245 million
Municipal taxes generated
by port activities

billion

PER YEAR

Good relations
powered by excellent
ship connections

€1,275 million
The impacts
The impacts
of the Port of Helsinki
of the Port of Helsinki
spread throughout Finland
reach across Finland

Total revenue
to Helsinki region from
the Port of Helsinki passengers

Advance information about the Port of Helsinki’s impact review 2040–2060, Brahea Centre of the University of Turku/MKK

3. The development programme’s goals

Port operations 2030
The business activities of the Port of Helsinki are divided into two business
segments: passenger and cargo traffic. In terms of passenger numbers, the
Port of Helsinki is Finland’s largest passenger port and one of Europe’s
busiest international passenger ports.
The Port of Helsinki is Finland’s largest port for general cargo and imports.
It serves primarily Finland’s foreign trade via unitised cargo i.e. containers,
trucks and trailers. Efficient port operations require functional traffic
connections.
The development programme facilitates growing and developing port
operations particularly in the West Harbour, which is the most important
city centre port in Helsinki. The harbour tunnel to be constructed in the West
Harbour will upgrade the harbour’s accessibility and improve the traffic in
Jätkäsaari and Ruoholahti areas by making it smoother and more
disruption-free. It will also reduce the Port’s on-land environmental impacts.
The business activities of shipping companies operating at the ports of the
Helsinki city centre are based on an economic concept that combines
passenger and cargo traffic on the same vessels and guarantees dense,
efficient, regular and environmentally friendly vessel traffic between
Helsinki, Tallinn and Stockholm.

12.7
11.6 million people

million people

14.0
12.2 million tonnes

million tonnes

3. The development programme’s goals

Passenger business 2030
The Port of Helsinki is the busiest and the most versatile passenger port in
Finland. The Port of Helsinki’s market share of the passengers in mainland
Finland’s sea ports is 81%. The impact of passenger traffic are clear in e.g. the
supply of tourist services, the hotel and restaurant business, local and long
distance traffic and retail. In 2017 the total revenue for the region from sea
passengers travelling through the Port of Helsinki was over 689 million euros
(Port of Helsinki Ltd., Impact Assessment 2019).
According to the centralisation scenario, Katajanokka Terminal will serve
Stockholm traffic, while the West Harbour will serve Tallinn and St. Petersburg
traffic. Vuosaari Harbour’s Hansa passenger terminal will serve passenger
traffic to Travemünde.
A new passenger terminal (T1) will be built in the West Harbour to serve traffic
to and from Tallinn and St. Petersburg. The terminal will meet the needs of
both passenger facilities and the passenger experience, as well as travel in
general. Also a new passenger terminal will be built in Katajanokka Harbour to
serve passengers travelling to and from Stockholm. In particular, it will meet
the functional needs of shipping companies operating at the same time as well
as outlining the structure to the port area.
It is expected that the Tallinn route will drive the growth of passenger traffic in
the future and Stockholm passenger traffic will return to the 2019 level.
Travemünde passenger traffic is anticipated to continue its moderate growth,
and new opportunities for St. Petersburg passenger traffic will be identified. .
International cruise traffic is anticipated to return to the 2019 level.

12.7
11.6 million people

million people

3. The development programme’s goals

Cargo traffic business 2030
The volume of foreign goods traffic going through the Port of Helsinki is, in
tonnes, approximately 14% of the traffic of all Finnish ports. For unitised
cargo, the number is 40%. The value of the goods is 43–54 billion euros,
i.e. 40–50% of the value of all maritime transport in Finland.
The Port of Helsinki’s proportion of foreign shipments transported in trucks
and trailers was 49.5% of the total of corresponding shipments in all
Finnish ports in 2018, which, in practice, is as much as the shipments of
other Finnish ports altogether. The Port of Helsinki’s proportion of container
transport was 31.9% of the number of containers transported via all ports
of Finland. The imports and exports of container traffic are in good balance
(Port of Helsinki Ltd., Impact Assessment 2019).
According to the centralisation scenario Katajanokka Harbour and West
Harbour will serve the RoRo traffic (passengers, trucks and trailers), and
the Vuosaari Harbour will mainly serve unitised cargo traffic (trucks, trailers
and containers) as well as project cargo. Tallinn traffic will be concentrated
in the West Harbour and Stockholm traffic in Katajanokka Harbour.
Vuosaari Harbour will continue to receive the majority of growth in all
cargo traffic.
There are no expectations of major changes in the traffic directions and
modes of transport within the development programme period. Truck
transport to and from Estonia and Germany is expected to continue to
develop in a positive direction, while Swedish traffic is expected to remain
steady. Significant growth is expected in container traffic.

14.0
12.2 million tonnes

million tonnes

3. The development programme’s goals

Sustainable development 2030
The Port of Helsinki’s environmental impacts are closely connected to the
type of vessels and vehicles visiting the port, and the efficiency of the
operations and the transport connections.
The Port operations are steered by an environmental permit, and each
harbour in the Port has its own permit. The permit determines the
preconditions for port’s environmental impacts, such as air emissions and
noise impacts. The goal of the Carbon-Neutral Port 2035 programme is that
the Port’s own emissions are compensated to zero. The Carbon-Neutral Port
2035 programme helps support the City of Helsinki’s carbon neutrality goals.
Based on the Helsinki city strategy, it is expected that the Carbon-Neutral
Port programme will be updated to correspond to the goal year 2030.
Environmental perspectives guide the implementation of the development
programme’s investments as well as the use of the areas. Environmental
impact calculations will be made for each investment project. Vessel and
vehicle technology follows the general trend of technological development,
such as new forms of energy, and it can be expected that the technology of
more and more advanced vessels will become increasingly environmentally
friendly over the course of the development programme term, as the
operating concept strives to continue to serve the port customers and port
related businesses.

3. The development programme’s goals

The centralisation scenario is the most positive of all the different scenarios reviewed with regards to the environmental impacts of inland
road traffic as well as sea voyages, for example. Centralising the Tallinn traffic at the West Harbour and the Stockholm traffic at
Katajanokka will affect some Helsinki-Tallinn transport routes by decreasing their sea voyage by 3 kilometres, i.e. 3.6 %.
This will reduce the CO2 emissions of vessel traffic by a total of 1,200 tonnes, i.e. 0.2%. With regards to road traffic, CO2 emissions will
decrease by 550 tonnes, or 0.1%, compared to the 0 scenario (Hesarama study 2020).

The section to be reviewed

Centralisation of city centre harbour traffic in accordance
with the development programme

Traffic impacts

A separate traffic solution will balance
the volumes of vehicle traffic in the West Harbour, and the
tunnel will move all of the heavy traffic and some of the car
traffic to and from the West Harbour underground.
Traffic will decrease in Katajanokka and at the South Harbour,
in particular.

Environmental impacts

Emissions are smaller than in the plan for expanding
Vuosaari to become a passenger and car ferry harbour or in
the scenario of separating passenger and cargo traffic.
No significant difference from the current locations however,
the total CO2 emissions of traffic will decrease somewhat in
comparison to the current traffic model.

Centralisation of city centre harbour traffic in accordance
with the development programme; Fuel consumption and
emissions in 2040
(Hesarama study 2020)

4. CENTRALISATION OF
PORT OPERATIONS

4. CENTRALISATION OF PORT OPERATIONS

The development programme executes the Helsinki City
Council’s decision on reorganisation of port operations.
The passenger ferry traffic to and from Tallinn will be
concentrated in the West Harbour, Stockholm traffic in the
Katajanokka Harbour. This will enable the development of South
Harbour area to make more accessible to the residents.
Vuosaari Harbour will be developed to meet the needs of
growing cargo traffic by increasing the field capacity.
Centralising the Tallinn passenger ferry traffic requires significant
development of vehicle traffic, and the Port of Helsinki Ltd. will
build an underground harbour tunnel between West Harbour and
Länsiväylä Western Highway.
The quay structure of West Harbour will be renewed, and the
port’s passenger terminal T1 will be replaced with a new
building.

Implementation stages of the development programme
4. Centralisation of port operations

Centralisation principle
The different parts of the development programme
– the implementation measures of different harbours of the
port – are functionally linked to each other, forming a unit. The
arrangements in one harbour will affect the arrangements in
other harbours, and the project in its entirety cannot be
separated into different sections. Passenger ferry traffic will
remain in operation in the South Harbour until the
arrangements in Katajanokka and the West Harbour tunnel
have been completed.
The different parts of the entire project are:
1.

Implementation of the harbour tunnel and area
reorganisation in the West Harbour

2.

Reorganisation in Katajanokka Harbour

3.

Reorganisation in the South Harbour

2.
Stockholm traffic
• New passenger terminal

3.

1.

•
•

Tallinn traffic
• Harbour tunnel
• Sea filling and quay arrangements
• New passenger terminal T1

•

Cruise traffic

Cruise traffic
Potential high-speed vessel
traffic

4. Centralisation of port operations

The centralisation and the development
programme will be implemented in stages in a
controlled manner
WEST HARBOUR

Order of implementation and hierarchy:
1.

West Harbour and harbour tunnel
•

2.

Centralising Tallinn traffic from Katajanokka to the
West Harbour

Land reclamation and
quay arrangements

New passenger terminal T1

Reorganisation in Katajanokka
•

3.

Harbour tunnel between Länsiväylä
Western Highway and the West Harbour

Centralising Stockholm traffic to Katajanokka

Reorganisation in the South Harbour
•

Reducing the harbour area;
international cruise traffic and potential high-speed
vessel traffic

KATAJANOKKA
HARBOUR

New passenger terminal

Cruise traffic and
potential high-speed traffic

SOUTH HARBOUR

Planning

Permits

Implementation

5. BUSINESS IMPACTS

5. BUSINESS IMPACTS
The summary of business impacts studies the traffic and
financial forecast for the period 2019–2040 and the investments
of the programme term in more detail for the period 2022–2030.
Due to the long holding period of the investments, it is
appropriate to model the company’s finances up until the
2060s. The COVID-19 pandemic has been taken into account
in the assessments. The Port of Helsinki’s forecast is based on
forecast that the passenger traffic will largely recover from the
pandemic by 2024. This is supported by more extensive
reviews of the recovery of tourism industry (e.g., by the
Research Institute of the Finnish Economy; Helsinki Region
Chamber of Commerce; report: Matkailualan toipuminen
pandemiasta 2021 (Recovery of tourism business after the
pandemic 2021)).
Port traffic is predicted to continue its growth, in both the
passenger and cargo traffic sectors. It is estimated that the
passenger numbers of liner traffic will grow by 0.8% per year on
average between 2019 and 2029 and by 1.2% per year on
average between 2030 and 2040. Similarly, the estimates of
unitised cargo traffic forecast a growth of 1.4% between 2019
and 2029 and 1.7% between 2030 and 2040.

The forecasts of vehicle and cargo traffic (including vessel
traffic) are based on national traffic forecasts compiled by the
state (2018). The passenger traffic forecast is based on the Port
of Helsinki’s “Alternative arrangements of cargo and passenger
transport” report (Hesarama, 2020) as well as the Port of
Helsinki’s own estimates and the port clients’ assessments.
The Port of Helsinki Ltd.’s investments by 2030 come up to
€690 million in total, and the programme investments make up
about €560 million of that. The programme plan does not
include the reviews of the City’s investments. These have been
assessed during the previous stages of the scenario work. The
City’s investments in connection with the programme include
the preconstruction of the cargo traffic expansion in Vuosaari
and the preconstruction of the harbour area expansion in the
West Harbour and the implementation of the junction solution
for the harbour tunnel in Salmisaari in relation to the area’s
future development.

5. Impacts on business

5. Impacts on business

UNITIZED CARGO
TOLTAL

TRUCKS AND
TRAILERS,
PCS
VUOSAARI
WEST HARBOUR
SOUTH HARBOUR
AND KATAJANOKKA

12 MILLION
TONNES

14 MILLION
TONNES

16 MILLION
TONNES

16.5 MILLION

5. Impacts on business

TONNES AND CONTAINERS
TOTAL
TONNES

13.9 MILLION

12.2 MILLION

10.3 MILLION
8.7 MILLION

TRUCKS AND TRAILERS

CONTAINERS

NO TRANSPORT UNIT

7.6 MILLION

4.2 MILLION
(533 TEU)

4.8 MILLION
(650 TEU)

5.7 MILLION
(800 TEU)

6. HARBOUR
REVIEWS

6. Harbour reviews

West Harbour 2030
Passenger ferry, cruise and cargo traffic harbour
for Tallin traffic, as well as a hub for land and sea
traffic. Harbour with the largest financial impact.
2021

2030

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Area of circa 15 hectares
2 passenger terminals
• T1
• T2
6 stern ramp berths;
2 dual ramps
3 shipping companies

•

Depth of the fairway 11 metres

•
•

Area of circa 17 hectares
2 passenger terminals
• T1 (new construction)
• T2
5 stern ramp berths, 3 dual
ramps
4 shipping companies

6. Harbour reviews

West Harbour
Accessibility
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Especially focused on serving
passenger ferries with short
turnaround times.
Accessible via all forms of
transportation.
Walking and cycling connections
Tram connections
Route stop for long distance buses
Taxi station
The tunnel connection will make
vehicle traffic smoother

Investments in the development programme

Environmental impacts

•
•
•
•

•

~ €510 million
Harbour tunnel
T1 and services
Modifications for berth structures

Other investments
•
•
•

~ €29 million
Infrastructure and life cycle investments
Measures striving to improve environmental
responsibility and other service level, e.g.,
automation and digitalisation projects

City cooperation
•
•

•

Promotion of the development scenario
Improving accessibility; smooth, efficient and
functional traffic connections between West
Harbour and Länsiväylä Western Highway;
smoother public traffic
Detailed planning, Environmental Impact
Assessment

•
•

Integration of housing and port
operations
Environmental permit of port operations
Harbour tunnel and renovation of the
quay structure (e.g. onshore power) will
reduce the port operations’
environmental impacts in the area.

2040
Main harbour for Tallinn traffic.
A terminal serving both liner traffic and
schedules cruise-type traffic, containing
commercial facilities and offices.
Particularly smooth land traffic
connections.
Traffic in the West Harbour (vessel,
passenger, cargo) has seen positive
development.

6. Harbour reviews

Harbour tunnel
The harbour tunnel will connect the West Harbour and
Länsiväylä Western Highway and transfer all cargo traffic
of the West Harbour as well as a significant amount of its
car traffic to the Port’s private underground tunnel. The
tunnel will be funded with port charges.
The harbour tunnel’s route is based on an underground space
reservation plan, and it is in accordance with the approved underground
city plan (2021).
Further planning of the harbour tunnel reviews e.g. the phasing of
Salmisaari area’s. The objective is to implement the tunnel at first and only
then to develop the rest of the Salmisaari area.
The aim is to utilise the tunnels for the port vehicle traffic extensively, e.g.
all heavy goods vehicles will be using only the tunnel. The tunnel can later
be connected to or expanded as part of the Europe-wide TEN-T network.
T1

6. Harbour reviews

Harbour tunnel
Accessibility

Investments

The harbour tunnel will connect the
vehicle traffic in the West Harbour
with Länsiväylä Western Highway
through an underground connection.
The tunnel will significantly improve
West Harbour’s accessibility.

•
•

The harbour tunnel will serve all
vehicle traffic to and from the West
Harbour.

•

~ €260 million
Structural connection of the
T1 passenger terminal
Länsiväylä Western Highay
connection

City cooperation
•

Länsiväylä partial city plan

The tunnel will serve

Environmental impacts

• all heavy goods vehicle transport
in and out West Harbour and

•

• passenger car traffic between the
harbour and Länsiväylä Western
Highway.

Environmental Impact
Assessment

6. Harbour reviews

Katajanokka Harbour 2030
Stockholm traffic’s passenger ferry, cruise ship
and cargo traffic harbour.
A hub of land and sea traffic.
2021

2030

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Area of circa 8.5 hectares
1 passenger terminal
2 stern ramp berths,
one with a side ramp
3 cruise ship berths
1 shipping company

•

Depth of the fairway 9.3/7.9 metres

•
•
•

Area of circa 7.5 hectares
1 passenger terminal
(new construction)
2 stern ramp berths
1 cruise ship berth
2 shipping companies

6. Harbour reviews

Katajanokka Harbour
Accessibility

Investments in the development programme

Environmental impacts

Vehicle traffic causes occasional
congestion in the street network.
Walking and cycling connections

•
•

•

•

Tram connections

•

Route stop for long distance
buses

•

Taxi station

The development programme
reduces the amount of traffic in
Katajanokka somewhat.

•

~ €35 million
Renewal of the passenger terminal; the current
passenger terminal K8 will be demolished
New berth arrangements

Other investments
•
•
•

~ €24 million
Infrastructure and life cycle investments
Measures striving to improve environmental
responsibility and other service level, e.g.,
automation and digitalisation projects

City cooperation
•
•
•

Katajanokka planning principles and zoning
Traffic connections to street and road network
Underground parking facility > assessing the
harbour’s field space needs/parking charges

•

Residential housing and potential
hotel plans by the Katajanokka
shore presented in the city plan will
affect port’s environmental
management
Environmental permit of port
operations

2040
The concept in Katajanokka will largely
remain the same. First-class quality
services for the needs of cruise
concept-type passenger ferry traffic’s
needs.

6. Harbour reviews

South Harbour 2030
In 2030, the South Harbour will serve small and
medium-sized cruise ships as well as the potential
high-speed vessel traffic.
2021

2030

•
•
•
•

Area of 7 hectares
1 passenger terminal
2 stern ramp berths
3 cruise ship berths
1 shipping company

•
•

•

Depth of the fairway 9.1 metres and 7.9 metres

•

Area of > 1 hectares
High-speed vessel traffic’s
passenger terminal
3 ship berths

6. Harbour reviews

South Harbour

Investments in the development programme

Environmental impacts

Accessibility

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Walking and cycling connections
Tram connections
Route stop for long
distance buses (2021)
Taxi station
Tourist buses

Area development
After the harbour tunnel and the area
reorganisation in West Harbour and
Katajanokka Harbour are completed, the
Port of Helsinki will hand over a large
part of the South Harbour area as well as
its buildings, including the Olympia
Terminal and Port House, to the City’s
use.

•

~ €9 million
The port operations’ changes due to the needs of
the reservation for cruise and high-speed vessel
traffic
Life cycle renovations of the berths and other
infrastructure

Other investments
•
•
•

~ €6 million
For temporary St. Petersburg traffic in the mid
2020s due to the construction of T1 in the West
Harbour
Infrastructure and life cycle investments

City cooperation
•
•

Makasiininranta idea and concept competition and
the new Museum of Architecture and Design
competition
Area planning

•
•

Significant changes to land use or
environmental permit are not
predicted before the centralisation
The centarlisation willl reduce the
port operations in the area.
Environmental permit of port
operations

2040
The South Harbour will serve
international cruise traffic, has good
infrastructure for potential high-speed
vessel traffic and is in a central
location.

6. Harbour reviews

Vuosaari Harbour 2030
Cargo harbour and RoPax passenger traffic to
Germany and Estonia
2021 and 2030
•

•
•
•
•
•

Harbour area 138 hectares
17 RoRo/ship berths, including
o 2 dual ramp berths
o 4 ConRo berths
o 1.5 km container quay
4 operators with long-term contracts
3 RoRo and several container shipping companies
1 passenger terminal
2 check-in areas for cars
Harbour for special deliveries and hazardous substances

•

Depth of the fairway 13 metres

Expansion area
for the purposes of cargo traffic

6. Harbour reviews

Vuosaari Harbour
Accessibility

Investments in the development programme

Environmental impacts

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Functional road connections to
Ring III and rail connections to the
main line.
Vehicle traffic mostly moves
through Ring III
Vehicle traffic also has a route to
Itäväylä via Vuosaari
Regular public transport
connection to Vuosaari metro
station

~ €7 million
Preparatory work for the expansion area of the
harbour field
for the purposes of cargo traffic; investments
will mainly take place after 2030

Other investments
•
•
•

~ €46 million
Infrastructure and life cycle investments
Measures striving to improve environmental
responsibility and other service level, e.g.,
automation and digitalisation projects

City cooperation
•

Preparations of the expansion area prior to 2030

•

Assessing the expansion area’s
environmental impacts
Environmental permit of port operations

2040
Vuosaari will be focused on the unitised
cargo traffic, containers and rubberwheeled traffic.
The expansion area has provided a great
deal more space for the needs of cargo
and passenger car traffic.

6. Harbour reviews

Hernesaari
Cruise Ship Harbour 2030
A harbour for international cruise traffic.

2021 and 2030
•
•

3.8 hectares
4 ship berths, three of them serving large cruise
ships

•

Depth of the fairway 11 metres

6. Harbour reviews

Hernesaari Cruise Ship Harbour
Accessibility

Investments

Environmental impacts

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Walking and cycling connections
Tram line
City bus
Taxi station

•

~ €14.5 million
Service investments, digitising of
operations/services, infrastructure and life cycle
investments
Enabling an additional quay (LHE) after
2030

City cooperation
• Accessibility, city infrastructure (pedestrian and
cycling connections, signs and services) as the city
structure evolves.

•

City quarters of various service
operations will be located next to the
cruise harbour. The residential blocks
will be implemented with adequate
noise management.
Environmental permit of port
operations

2040
LHE quay implementation.
A centre for international cruise traffic with
high-quality services for passengers.
Potential turnaround passenger traffic will
support the harbour’s overall business
operations.

7. DECISION-MAKING AND
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME

Dependence on decision

i Investment decision

7. Decision-making and implementation of the development programme

Planning

Programme implementation schedule

Implementation

PROGRAMME DECISION

2021

WEST HARBOUR

2021

2021–2030
2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

i

Harbour tunnel (planning, zoning, permits)
Implementation of the harbour tunnel

i

Passenger terminal T1 (planning, zoning, permits)
Implementation of passenger terminal T1 (including the
demolition of the current T1 and building the tunnel
entrance on the harbour side)

i

West Harbour area expansion (planning, permits)
Implementation of the area expansion
KATAJANOKKA

2021

2022

2023

Katajanokka detailed planning

i

Passenger terminal (planning and permits) and spatial
planning
Implementation of the passenger terminal and the changes
to the area
SOUTH HARBOUR
Development of the South Harbour
Temporary premises required by the development
programme’s implementation

2021

2022

i

2023

2024

2025

7. Decision-making and implementation of the development programme

DECISION-MAKING
INTERDEPEDENCIES

The tunnel’s
West Harbourside
entrance/exit

T1
city
plan

Area plan
decision
(City
Council)

Area plan
decision
(City
Council)

T1
Building
permit

Passenger
terminal
construction
permit

Quay plan’s
water permit
decision

DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMME
DECISION

WEST HARBOUR

Katajanokka
Harbour
city
plan

SOUTH
HARBOUR

KATAJANOKKA

Harbour tunnel

Port of Helsinki Ltd.
Board of Directors
Helsinki City Board

Potential building
permits (shafts)

The tunnel’s
detailed
plan

Zoning plan
decision
(City
Council)

Road
plan
potential
EIA

The City’s
development
projects

Makasiiniranta
detailed
plan

Area
plan
decision
(City
Council)

A possibility for an appeal is applied to authority decisions

7. Decision-making and implementation of the development programme

The Port’s and the City’s joint coordination

PORT OF HELSINKI LTD. DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME
The Port of Helsinki Ltd.’s steering group

The programme’s project office

Joint preparations
between the Port of Helsinki Ltd. and
The City of Helsinki

Land use, zoning and traffic solutions
Communication is ensured through shared steering and
specialist groups

